
CTAG Report: January – March 2022

Key Topics
1) Administrative Activities
2) Preparing for Bight ‘23
3) Annual Research Prioritization
4) Future Topics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for giving CTAG an opportunity to provide an update on what we’ve been doing during the current quarter as well as provide a preview on plans for the upcoming quarter.  I’ll be providing a brief update on 3 main areas this morning. 



Administrative

• Changes in CTAG
• Emily Duncan confirmed as CTAG Chair

• No contracts reviewed 

• Future CTAG meetings
• Quarterly meetings 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There’s been a few changes in CTAG membership. This quarter we rounded out our elections with the regulatory group nominating Emily Duncan from LA Regional Board as chair of CTAG, which CTAG confirmed.  However, Emily will be on maternity leave for the next 2 quarters so I’ll continue to fill in on chair duties with support from Vice chair David Laak during Emily’s absence.  For contracts, at the time of our ctag meeting there were no contracts that required commission approval that needed review, but I see that in the commission contracts document there is 1 contact from OPC that ctag did not review so unfortunately I do not have a recommendation on behalf of ctag. This quarter, we held the CTAG meeting virtually, and moving forward each quarter we will assess whether we will need to adopt a resolution to hold a virtual meeting based on the trajectory of the pandemic



Preparing for Bight ‘23

• Bioaccumulation, HABs, and Trash Bight ‘18 
elements at 10/2021 CTAG meeting

• OA, Microbiology, and Sediment Quality Bight ‘18 
at 2/2022 CTAG Meeting

• Next Intersessional – Regional Monitoring

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the last two CTAG meetings, SCCWRp provided presentations summarizing the objectives and findings of the 6 elements of bight 18, with last’ month’s CTAG meeting covering ocean acidification (OA), Microbiology, and Sediment Quality, which it looks like the commission will be receiving an update as well. CTAG and SCCWRP will continue to discuss what we would like to include in Bight 23’ based on bight 18’ findings, and it’s seems timely so CTAG has asked that the next intersessional meeting focus on regional monitoring.  Within in the next few months, we will be holding the presentation portion virtually, and we will separate the white board session where we flesh out research priorities which both ctag and sccwrp feel requires a lot of interaction (favorably in person), so how and when we hold the white board session will be contingent upon the trajectory of the pandemic.



Annual research prioritization

• Annual survey of member agency research 
priorities 

• Survey used to guide SCCWRP’s research priorities

• Outcome to be reviewed during next CTAG 
meeting 
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Presentation Notes




Future Topics

• ROMS-BEC Modeling Update
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